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Session Link: Invoicing and Estimates Made Easy 4.28.22  

   

# Question Answer 

1 
Is there anyway to stop a user from adding a fee with the cost of 0.00 (because 
they accidently forgot to update the cost amount before clicking the  green check 
mark)? 

live answered 

2 
If staff accidently puts hours instead of minutes, I am unable to edit it the charged 
amount does not change. (I'm a admin user) is there a way to do that? 

live answered 

3 I have put in a suggestion, no movement on it. 
If you'd like to discuss this with Customer 
Success, please email success@govqa.com 

4 Sorry. It's my typing! No worries! 

5 
Can we go back, because the fee did not change, which is what I was questioning 
above. 

live answered 

6 If the requestor has paid the estimate, do we still need to create an invoice? live answered 

7 Can you waive time from the total estimate, not just one item? live answered 

8 I don't have the option for a deposit - is this standard? live answered 

9 
So if you do not make it visible to customer, they do not receive a message about 
it? 

Yes that is correct 

10 
We waive the first 15 minutes of labor by law. where should this be caluculated? 
Add fee or add time. 

live answered 

11 
When Matt changed the time on the "redaction" entry, the Total did not change. 
That is what my question was about earlier. 

live answered 

12 
Is there somewhere on the invoices to give instructions to the requestor?  Or is the 
prepared response the only option for instructions? 

live answered 
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13 
Is there a way to turn off the "visible to customer" box? so if we create invoice it 
automatically sends it out. 

live answered 

14 
Just to clarify, an estimate is only a notification since no payments can be made on 
it 

yes 

15 thanks. live answered 

16 It has to be an invoice? 
to accept a payment you'd need to convert to 
an invoice 

17 Can we see what the estimate/invoice looks like from the requestor point of view? live answered 

18 

To clarify, if a deposit is required, we would need to send an invoice for deposit 
and then invoice for rest of amount when due? Or would the deposit function in 
the Estimate Summary window, request that deposit from requester and then auto 
apply it to what will be due when invoice is sent out?    For us, we require a deposit 
if the cost estimate is over 100.  I am trying to determine if we would send out 
estimate > invoice for deposit when estimate is accepted by requester>invoice for 
rest amount when request is done/payment is due 

live answered 

19 Thank you! live answered 

20 Is there a way to configure the payment method list and add "drawdown account"? live answered 

21 Can you add manual payments on estimates? live answered 

22 Can you add estimates to anonymous request? live answered 

23 
If a requestor pays the deposit but not the remaining balance how can we close out 
the inoice? 

live answered 

24 For example if they abandon the request without fully paying live answered 

25 I think the question was if requester ghosts live answered 

26 thank you! you're welcome! 

 


